"I'M A GENERAL STORE MANAGER, LOOKING AFTER 420 COLLEAGUES, A MANAGEMENT TEAM, 70,000 CUSTOMERS AND A TURNOVER OF £1.3MILLION IN A SINGLE WEEK.

The rewards of being valued

Shaun was already a very experienced operator in retail management when he was headhunted for the tough task of turning around an under-performing Asda superstore in a 'challenging' area of Birmingham.

"It was a daunting move for me, but Asda was clearly an ethical business that hit a chord with my strong personal values, and also I couldn't resist the challenge. I told Asda I would need a couple of years to turn things around, and they had the confidence in my skills to get the job done… which I did. It's an achievement I'm hugely proud of. It was tough, but you're always well supported and very well rewarded. When people ask me what I earn they are always amazed by my answer. And I can see them thinking "maybe there's more to retail than I thought".

Think bigger. Think better. Think again. Think Asda.

Just think, at Asda…

You'll have a long term future with the world's biggest retailer, and more career options than you can ever have imagined. The opportunities just keep growing. In April 2014 we announced the creation of 12,000 new jobs over the next five years as part of our UK expansion plan. There are roles in our stores, in our Leeds head office (Asda House), in our Distribution Centres and at the George Headquarters in Lutterworth. There are lots of different entry points and development programmes, including a fast-track graduate programme, retail apprenticeships and a rotational training programme… all detailed on our website.

Everyone at Asda is encouraged to contribute in some way to their local community. It's who we are. It's what we do. Our commitment to, and our investment in, the development of our people is off the scale. As we always say, at Asda "we recruit for attitude and train for skill". If your potential matches your ambition, we'll equip you to get where you want to be.

If we've got you thinking, go to www.Asda.jobs

It took Mijanur a while to convince his family that quitting his banking job in the City and moving into retail management was a good move.

"They were concerned, because to them retail did not have the prestige of banking, even though I was in quite a junior role at the time. But I told them I'd looked inside Asda and seen fantastic opportunities. Now here I am, running a brand new superstore and a team of 500 people, and they proudly say to their friends "Our son manages Asda Burgh Heath that takes £1.5million a week!" They always supported me, even if they didn't agree with me. Now they have no doubts. I've changed their whole way of thinking."

"People must open their eyes to the possibilities in retail"

DID YOU KNOW...

Asda plans to triple online turnover to £3billion in the next five years

Our global clothing brand, George, has over 3,000 stores around the world

When people ask me what I earn they are always amazed by my answer. And I can see them thinking "maybe there's more to retail than I thought".

Mijanur Rahman
General Store Manager

"People must open their eyes to the possibilities in retail"

"I'm a general store manager, looking after 420 colleagues, a management team, 70,000 customers and a turnover of £1.3million in a single week."

Seniors manager

Did you know…

Asda plans to triple online turnover to £3billion in the next five years

Our global clothing brand, George, has over 3,000 stores around the world

Business success through successful people

Shaun Willis
Senior Manager

When you retail, Asda plans to triple online turnover to £3billion in the next five years.
WITH THE WORLD'S BIGGEST RETAILER, THERE IS NOTHING YOU CAN'T DO.

Our colleagues are the heart of our business, connecting us to our customers and our neighbours. This diversity is the lifeblood of communities the world over.

Our business, connecting us to our customers and our neighbours. This diversity is the lifeblood of communities the world over.

IN THE UK ECONOMY, WALMART HAS INVESTED £8BILLION CREATING OVER 100,000 JOBS ASDA IN 1999, WALMART HAS A COMMUNITY LIFE CHAMPION DEDICATED TO SUPPORTING EVERY ASDA STORE LOCAL COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS.

I LEFT MY JOB AS A MANAGER WITH A FAST-FOOD CHAIN TO JOIN ASDA AS A SERVICE MANAGER. WALMART WAS A FACTOR IN MY DECISION, BECAUSE YOU CAN GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.

WALMART HAS A COMMUNITY LIFE CHAMPION DEDICATED TO SUPPORTING EVERY ASDA STORE LOCAL COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS.

OUR COMMUNITY LIFE CHAMPIONS SPEND MORE THAN 70,000 CUSTOMERS AND A TURNOVER OF £1.3MILLION IN A SINGLE WEEK.

JOIN ASDA AS A SERVICE MANAGER. WALMART WAS A FACTOR IN MY DECISION, BECAUSE YOU CAN GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.

ONE AMAZING JOURNEY.

FROM FAST-FOOD TO FAST-TRACK
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FROM CAMEL HERDER TO BUSINESS LEADER.

ONE AMAZING JOURNEY.

I LEFT MY JOB AS A MANAGER WITH A FAST-FOOD CHAIN TO JOIN ASDA AS A SERVICE MANAGER. WALMART WAS A FACTOR IN MY DECISION, BECAUSE YOU CAN GO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.
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